18:55:08 From Susan Mazzei to Everyone:

Yes, something happened with the table list. Can’t resize. And right clicking is putting the drop down behind the table list.

18:55:17 From Terry to Everyone:

it worked for me today. have to find those lines in the corner of the list

18:55:40 From Susan Mazzei to Everyone:

There are no lines in my list.

18:55:46 From Terry to Everyone:

click on them and draw them up

18:55:56 From Bradley Bartol to Everyone:

You can do those lines in the corner but the right side is still not able to be seen

18:56:25 From Terry to Everyone:

very small lower right draw them up and it resizes it the list

18:56:50 From Bradley Bartol to Everyone:

But does not allow sightline on the right side of the table.

18:57:14 From Terry to Everyone:

mine did don’t draw it up all the way

18:57:53 From iPhone di Malena B. McGrath to Everyone:

I had the same problem this afternoon. I needed to find subs and I wanted to click on “select” the table box was in the way and when I moved it the other box disappeared. I could see only one box at a time. Very painful

18:57:58 From Rita to Everyone:

same with having drop down menu staying behind table list

18:58:05 From Saskatoon bridge Club to Everyone:

Will there be any incentives for F2F clubs in 2022 on the lines of what is offering now? Making up 2022 calendar and would like to include them

18:58:19 From linda green to Everyone:
i hear nothing

18:59:06 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:
   Costco do good hearing aids

18:59:57 From CeCeMacBookPro to Everyone:
   I had trouble posting to LIVE

19:00:03 From linda green to Everyone:
   are you talking

19:00:31 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:
   There was a problem posting to live, probably related to supply chain.

19:01:51 From billkoehler to Everyone:
   2022

19:02:40 From Larry Hays to Everyone:
   ugh... terrible decision

19:03:09 From Jonathon Robbins to Everyone:
   When did emails go out for sanctions? Didn't get one.

19:03:22 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:
   not if you cant open

19:03:38 From Shirley Dulcey to Everyone:
   of course it's not quite as good a deal when you have held ZERO games because your venue hasn't reopened

19:03:38 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:
   @Jonathon, they went out today, I believe.

19:04:46 From Saskatoon bridge Club to Everyone:
   What about 2022 Sanctions

19:05:25 From Pamela Gorbics to Everyone:
   wow, wish I knew I could stretch into next year!
19:05:47 From lou_a to Everyone:

Do you think they will add those again for F2F games next year? The club championship and upgraded...

19:05:48 From Sherrie Goodman to Everyone:

do we get 2 or 4 extra weeks besides the 8 weeks for Club Champ.

19:06:27 From Jim Ricker to Everyone:

1 per quarter plus the 8

19:06:28 From Kathy's ipad to Everyone:

Works great

19:06:54 From D-1 Robert Williams to Everyone:

does include list include pooled clubs

19:07:08 From Pamela Gorbics to Everyone:

your audio is weird

19:07:09 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

if I can be here from a cruise in Mexico, you can log in while flying

19:07:09 From A. Marie Callbeck to Everyone:

You are breaking up

19:07:12 From Barbara Patterson to Everyone:

you are breaking up

19:07:14 From lou_a to Everyone:

is anyone else having trouble hearing

19:07:15 From Beverly Hartin to Everyone:

Audio is bad

19:07:26 From REGENA EDWARDS to Everyone:

your audio is poor

19:07:31 From Rita to Everyone:
terrible audio

19:07:35 From John Prance to Everyone:

Greg can you say “How many Warriors are there?”, like a Cylon?

19:07:42 From Marty Bley AKA Oma to Everyone:

Greg has turned into a robot

19:07:50 From Pamela Gorbics to Everyone:

thought maxx headroom had taken over

19:07:53 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

gre speaks klingon

19:08:19 From Cathy's iPad to Everyone:

Could not hear after you would be on a plane

19:08:26 From Beverly Hartin to Everyone:

no meeting the first.....

19:08:36 From suemanning to Everyone:

ACBLScoreSelector from TCG will map BBO IDs, you can find it in your club dashboard

19:10:23 From Cathy Taylor to Everyone:

Lynn, could you address the fact that we can’t minimize the table list. Can’t get it out of the way so can see director calls. thanks

19:10:57 From shirl to Everyone:

How would you rate the attendance at Vegas Regional?

19:11:32 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

@Cathy, this is something that BBO is aware of since yesterday, and we are told they’re working on it. I wish I knew why ... but I hope that TDDon comes tonight and perhaps he will have an update for us.

19:12:49 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:

should ignore first HALF table of outsiders

19:12:54 From Cathy Taylor to Everyone:
Thank you!!

19:12:59 From suemanning to Everyone:
agree

19:13:04 From suemanning to Everyone:
Half table

19:13:58 From svein to Everyone:
what are the repercussions of going over the 15% limit?

19:14:01 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

lol, so we massaged the numbers but did nothing about whole games of tables playing as guests in large pools?

19:14:27 From Jonathon Robbins to Everyone:

Is the 2022 F2F special games calendar the standard calendar or are there any additional allotments?

19:14:39 From suemanning to Everyone:

Correct Ellis

19:15:50 From Gary to Everyone:

no, it's still doing it...:(

19:16:18 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

@svein, this will be spelled out in the new policy...will be very soon.

19:16:34 From Jim Ricker to Everyone:

a LOT of 504 errors yesterday

19:17:11 From john nichols to Everyone:

There is a pair missing a player name

19:17:43 From Sherrie Goodman to Everyone:

I haven’t been able to get anyone to answer at acbl unless I have their cell phone.

19:17:46 From Nicole D to Everyone:
what number should we be calling?

19:19:17 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

once you follow them, its as if they are members and can invite

19:19:59 From Larry Hays to Everyone:

Do you have any control over who is on your friend list?

19:20:14 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

friends yes, include no

19:20:32 From Alan Powell to Everyone:

If someone on your friends list invites someone who is not on any of your lists, that pair counts against your guest percentage correct?

19:20:35 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

you can unfollow everyone and only your club players will be allowed to play

19:20:57 From Tom to Everyone:

Greg's suggestion last month contacting a VACB Host worked real well for me

19:21:02 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:

@Alan half that pair counts against your guest percentage

19:21:03 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

Yes, Alan, correct.

19:21:08 From Sherrie Goodman to Everyone:

what US # should we use?

19:21:08 From suemanning to Everyone:

If a Friend invites someone, is that person added to your Friends list automatically?

19:21:12 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

yes and no, if they are on include no, if just followed by you them yes

19:21:14 From Alex T8 to Everyone:

Don't use any 800 or 888 numbers anymore from the US. 662-253-3100
19:21:49 From Kay Read to Everyone:

can you put the good ACBL # in the chat

19:21:53 From Shirley Dulcey to Everyone:

Just about everybody in the US has free calling anyway, so there isn't much need for toll-free numbers

19:22:12 From suemanning to Everyone:

Alex did, 662-253-3100

19:22:22 From Larry Hays to Everyone:

How will ACBL police the players being followed by the mega clubs. all follow lists should be blank before each game.

19:22:46 From Kay Read to Everyone:

thanks

19:23:04 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

@Larry, followed players (friends list) are non-members/visitors.

19:23:21 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

Larry, you missed the boat on that one by 20 months

19:23:39 From Sue Kroning to Everyone:

Email Nancy Hale - she is wonderful at solving problems and getting things done.

19:24:32 From Paul Davis to Everyone:

New Distance pooling has not been allowed for over a year, creating two different sets of rules - an uneven playing field. They should be ended.

19:24:50 From Jim Ricker to Everyone:

download only

19:24:59 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

define distance

19:25:07 From D-1 Robert Williams to Everyone:

worked for me
19:25:10 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:

   it only works if you follow the instructions correctly

19:25:18 From iPhone di Malena B. McGrath to Everyone:

   I did it today at 4 pm no problem

19:25:37 From Tom to Everyone:

   Breaking up BAND & Alliance would be acceptable as breaking up Amazon, Google, Microsoft etc. Anti-trust laws to allow fairer competition

19:25:43 From Kathy's ipad to Everyone:

   I downloaded it and cut n paste into Excel and out them in alphabetical order. Worked great.

19:25:45 From Jim Ricker to Everyone:

   make sure you insert the VACB into the username

19:26:15 From Rita to Everyone:

   I didn't get instructions to download include list

19:26:17 From ACDBC Computer to Everyone:

   Hi everyone, how do you raise your hand to ask a question?

19:26:29 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

   I cant access it, but might be to with the fact that I am running zoom and 2 pcs on a cruise ship guest package.

19:26:36 From suemanning to Everyone:

   There is a link to the instructions in the meeting announcement

19:26:45 From Stephanie Threlkeld to Everyone:

   @ACDBC its in reactions

19:26:46 From suemanning to Everyone:

   Raise Hand is in Reactions

19:26:54 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

   @Rita, it was in the invitation to tonight's meeting.
guys don’t read instruction, because they throw you out of the guy club if you do tha

thank you! dummy me missed it!!

Right hand click on BBO to adjust players score was not working today, is there a problem?

Are there going to be any special games to offer red/silver points on BBO Virtual games any more?

THX will check that 😊

@Cathy, at this point, nothing has been announced.

Ok thanks

logged in as invisible

need to be on frirends desk

I can’t get the excuse let, it says I do not have any excludes but I have lots of ignores. Are ignores and excludes different?

one error msg is round number is 0, needs to be a positive number. To correct you must enter 1, 2, 3, continuing until a number is accepted and it will upload game file.

list
19:29:51 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:

most likely they were in another game

19:30:08 From Brenda Egeland to Everyone:

Any other news for f2f, or is the remainder of the meeting for virtual?

19:30:28 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

if you are logged in as invisible or you have mae someone an enemy they cant invite you

19:30:41 From Kathy's ipad to Everyone:

So a person on your list can invite a non friended visitor without an issue?

19:30:56 From svein to Everyone:

just started a game and there are 3 tiny 45 degree lines in the bottom right corner of the tables list now that allows you to resize

19:31:23 From Terry to Everyone:

yep svein

19:31:29 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

i saw rick beye in vegas playing black jack. needs more than 30 dollars fpor soup

19:31:45 From Dave Heron to Everyone:

Tempbot will not sub in for me it says no player will that id

19:32:15 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

try robot

19:32:40 From Dave Heron to Everyone:

Robot works fine

19:32:56 From Cathy Taylor to Everyone:

I am directing a game right now...I am having a number of technical problems

19:38:40 From Terry to Everyone:

magazine is worth it

19:39:19 From Cathy Taylor to Everyone:
Value is still here!!

19:39:38 From Sue Kroning to Everyone:

It's only $4 per month.

19:39:40 From suemanning to Everyone:

Yeah the magazine is terrific, I agree

19:40:28 From Mary Katzmann to Everyone:

I think ACBL has gone above and beyond

19:40:51 From D11 Steve Moese to Everyone:

agreed

19:41:39 From D11 Steve Moese to Everyone:

Bravo Ellis!!!

19:45:39 From Ellis Feigenbaum to Everyone:

thye just reinvented the rules of bridge

19:46:16 From lou_a to Everyone:

Quick question about the schedule of events in Austin (and Reno). I don't see an KO games other than the big ones. Have those been eliminated for staffing reasons or ???

19:47:07 From D21 - Jackie Zayac to Everyone:

There will only be Swiss games at Reno NABC

19:47:25 From Liz Hamilton to Everyone:

925 tables in las vegas

19:47:39 From lou_a to Everyone:

Thanks, Jackie. Any idea why? Also, what are Bracketed Round Robin Swiss Teams?

19:48:14 From Saskatoon bridge Club to Everyone:

How many tables normally in Vegas

19:48:44 From Susan Mazzei to Everyone:

There was an email sent out by Sherry Teraciano on the bonus pairs quite a few weeks ago
19:49:04 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:

The Bracketed Round Robins that I have played in tended to be brackets of at most 8 teams -- 7 rounds, 3 overalls

19:49:07 From Liz Hamilton to Everyone:

No Regional in LV since 2017 -

19:49:25 From D21 - Jackie Zayac to Everyone:

Bracketed Swiss includes the 8 teams closest in mp totals playing against each other

19:49:40 From lou_a to Everyone:

Okay, thanks Phil and Jackie!

19:49:48 From Saskatoon bridge Club to Everyone:

What was the 2017 numbers

19:49:51 From Liz Hamilton to Everyone:

Table numbers on ACBLorg

19:50:04 From Shirley Dulcey to Everyone:

Thank you!

19:50:06 From D21 - Jackie Zayac to Everyone:

Staffing for one day Swiss events is easier with lower attendance

19:50:08 From Phil Benamy to Everyone:

Are you sick and tired of being cheated by online opponents? Play face to face ;-)

19:50:18 From Shirley Dulcey to Everyone:

Austin is a long trip for me, not happening

19:50:26 From lou_a to Everyone:

Amen, Phil!!!!!

19:51:58 From Saskatoon bridge Club to Everyone:

Under what heading

19:52:20 From Greg Coles to Everyone:
FYI Bob Heller if you are still here...

19:52:38 From Greg Coles to Everyone:

Your District NAP Coordinator got the list of extra pairs back on October 21st.

19:54:09 From Michael D Lawson to Everyone:

I cannot hear anything but I am late to the party

19:54:28 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

Hi Michael... we got finished a few minutes early.

19:54:45 From Michael D Lawson to Everyone:

okay thanks. I had time zone confusion

19:55:05 From Lynn Chapin to Everyone:

Sorry - we'll send out the recording --- will try for tomorrow.